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FOREWORD
This report covers work on one phase of the photoheliograph
x
development task, NASA Code 945-84-00-01-00, for the period
November 1967 through June 1968. 	 The photoheliograph has
been proposed to NASA for the Apollo telescope mount (ATM) by
MI Caltech, with Professor Harold Zirin as the principal investi-
Bator and Dr. Robert Howard of Mt. Wilson and Palomar
Observatories the co-investigator (see TM 33-369, November
1967).	 The objective of the investigation is to obtain high reso-
lution cinematographs in wb.ite light near ultraviolet and narrow b
band hydrogen alpha. 	 Because of the ATM program uncertain-
t
ties, emphasis has been placed on areas of technology that are
somewhat mission-independent, but the ATM spacecraft has
been used to establish design_ constraints.
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ABSTRACT
A modified Gregorian optical design has been chosen for
the ATM Photoheliograph on the basis of thermal considerations.
The primary mirror clear aperture for the f/50 design is 65 cm.
The secondary obscuration ratio is only 0. 2 of the diameter.
Assuming no surface or alignment errors, the telescope would
give essentially diffraction-limited performance across the
3. 2 arc -minute field. Coma and astigmatism across this small
field of view are negligible. Alignment errors and surface
errors are expected to reduce performance to a Strehl ratio of
O.i 8. In-orbit realignment of the optical system is mandatory;
therefore, an alignment subsystem, capable of being operated
while the telescope is observing the sun, has been designed as
an integral part of the optical system. The telescope will uti-
lize 3 recorders; a UV camera (1500-3000A), a visible-light
camera, and a hydrogen-alpha camera. A system resolution
of approximately 0. 2 arc seconds is expected at 5000 Ang-
stroms. Lyot and Fabry-Perot filters have been investigated
r , for the hydrogen-alpha camera. 	 While the Lyot type filter{
' possesses tunability, it is quite sensitive to thermal and
vibration environments.	 The new, solid-type`Fabry-Perot
filters are very insensitive to the environrrient but, at present,
are not obtainable with a tuning capability. 	 The ultraviolet
camera filter will probably be a metal-dielectric reflection-
type interference filter unless a filter of somewhat broader
band capability can be found.
CONCLUSIONS
The requirements of covering a very broad spE'`ctral
range (1500-6600A) and of folding a 32.5-meter focal length
irito a 3-meter telescope tube necessitate the use of a
reflecting-type optical system for the ATM Photoheliograph.
Since the total field of view is very small (3. 2 arc minut;;^s),
the simple Cassegrain or Gregorian classical designs ,total'ly
r;
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satisfy the imaging requirements (i. e. , the Seidel
7 aberrations are negligible). 	 Analysis of the Cassegrain
a design indicate acute thermal problems will occur at both
the primary and secondary mirrors. 	 A hybrid Cassegrain-
Gregorian design will suffer from very high heating loads at
the secondary mirror and an excessive secondary obscuration
ratio.	 Through the use of a Gregorian design modified bg	 g	 g	 Y
placing a field stop at the prime focus, the major problems.
of the Cassegrain and the hybrid designs can be eliminated.
This is possible by using the prime focus field stop to reflect
t G out of the optical system nearly all of the non-image-forming
solar flux — a significant amount since the final image com-
prises only one percent of the solar disk. 	 The use of the
primp focus heat stop introduces a requirement for the adai-
!r tion of two flat mirrors to the standard Gregorian design.
These two flats form :a l'periscope'' to bend the return beam
from the secondary rn.irror around thefield stop which, of
ik course, obstructs the normal return beam path. 	 The
Gregorian focus is conveniently located near the rear of the
telescope and outside the primary aperture.
Heat transfer restrictions imposed by the spacecraft
design necessitate that the primary mirror. be cooled ratherg	 P	 Y	 r
than letting it come to equilibrium temperature under the
r	 one-solar-constant incident radiation.- Studies have indicated
the feasibility of extracting the heat from within the mirror
itself through the use of internal cooling coils. This results
in less thermal warpage of the mirror than if the heat is
€.,E	 extracted from the back side. Two 26-inch diameter ultra-
low-expansion fused silica . primary mirror blanks with inter-
nal -cooling channels are being ordered from Corning Glass
}	 Works. Interferometric testing of these mirrors in a
thermal-vacuum chamber as they are . irradiated with one
solar constant will indicate the amount of warpage to be
expected in earth-orbital flight and will serve as a check on
the computer calculations on expected warpage.
ix
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Spectral intervals of interest for the solar telescope
0-include ultraviolet in the 15003000A wavelength region, white
0	 630light centered at 5000A and the hydrogen-alpha line at 65	 A.
A system of beam splitters in the exit beam of the` telescope
will direct light simultaneously through separate filters to the
appropriate cameras.
Commercial versions of the Lyot hydrogen-alpha filter
are available from Zeiss and Bernhard Halle in Germany.
Ccrtain features such as electronic temperature control and
shock mounted calcite crystals make the latter attractive for
space flight application — although the useful shift range is
only +1 A.	 Transmission of the Halle is 10-14% and, of the
Zeiss, approximately 10%.	 The solid etalon Fabry-Perot
filter is also being considered for isolation of the hydrogen-
alpha line.	 It is relatively simple, very rugged and exhibits
little drift with temperature. 	 A commercially available
0Fabry-Perot filter developed by Perkin Elmer has, a. 0. 55A
bandwidth with 88 076 transmission in an f/40 optical system.
Certain modifications, however, must be added to provide
for tunability.
Both transmitting and reflectance type interference
filters have been investigated for the ultraviolet region.
Several variet-^es of this type of filter have been described
in the literature. 	 W. G. Tifft at the University of Arizona
has constructed a simple three-layer coating consisting of
opaque aluminum, MgF2
 
and semi-transparent aluminum.
This produces a filter with 	 (80%) reflectivity bands cen-
0
ter ed at 1300 and 2600A.	 They are approximately 250A and
700A wide respectively. 	 Through theuse of a thinner -layer
of MgF 2 , it should be possible to shift the broader peak to a
0
more applicable wavelength, say 1800A.
The theoretical performance of the Gregorian telescope
will be 0. 19 arc seconds of resolution with no image motion
and 0. 22 arc seconds with the ATM, Aspecified jitter rate of
x
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one arc -second/second (exposure time 0. 025 seconds).
Surface errors of the mirrors will further degrade the per-
formance of the optical system. This effect is particularly
important since there are four mirrors in the image-forming
portion of the telescope. However, two of these mirrors are
small flats, and it is felt that the random surface errors of
these flats can be held to perhaps a l/ 100th wave thus open-
ing up the tolerance on the random surface errors on the two
curved mirrors (primary and secondary mirrors). The man-
ufacturing tolerance systematic wavefront error of the optical
system should be held to approximately 1/ 15th to I/ 20th wave.
Thermal-induced wavefront errors of approximately 120th wave
are anticipated which, combined with the manufacturing tol-
erance, should lead to approximately 1/ 10th wave perfor-
mance (95 percent perfect system on the basis of systematic
wave errors). It appears possible through tight control on
random and systematic surface errors to achieve a Strehl
ratio in the order of 0. 8 or better (a Strehl ratio of 0.8 is
equivalent to the Rayleigh quarter-wave criteria).
Alignment -error toleY ainc es are quitetight; for this sys-
tem.
	
It will be necessary to hold alignment to approximately
0. 003 in. 'decentration and 0. 0125 degrees Milt of the secon-
dary mirror, with respect to-the primary mirror.
	 These tol-
erances yield an almost negligible loss: in the MTF of the
system and reduce the Strehl ratio by about 0. 1. 	 To stay
within the alignment tolerances, it will be necessary to
realign the optical  s stem in orbit.	 An alignment,
 y	 ^syst m
has been designed which is to be built into the optical system
to allow the astronaut to realign the telescope at any time
even when observing the sun.	 This system is described in a
different document.
Since the earth-orbiting spacecraft will not
	
in sun-
light continually, thermal cycling of the telescope will occur
resulting in focal shifts at the final image plane. ' Although
the f/50 system has considerable depth of focus, it will be
xi
bI
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necessary to refocus the camera on each orbit. Due to the
high magnification of the secondary mirror (m 13), posi-
tioning of the secondary is very critical; hence focusing will
be done by moving the camera cluster rather than the secon-
d<:,:^	 Focusing will be monitored by a television camera.
Spectrum analysis of the video signal° will be used to deter,
mine when the condition of best optical focus-is achieved.
fl
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PHOTOHELIOGRAPH OPTICAL SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
After careful consideration of a number of reflecting optical designs, the
Gregorian design has been chosen for the photoheliograph experiment. This
report lists the requirements imposed on the optical system by the experiment
and describes briefly the considerations leading to -the choice of the Gregorian
design. The actual optical design, as modified to meet the solar heating prob-
lem is shown. Also, the method of manufacturing an internally-cooled primary
mirror is illustrated. Filter ;problems and approaches to filtering ultraviolet
light and the hydrogen-alpha line a.re discussed. The optical performance
expected of the optical system including effects of image motion, mirror sur-
face errors, and optical misalignment is examined and the need for an in-flight
alignment system noted. Lastly, the requirement for and approach to an
in-flight focus capability is presented.
Supplemental information pertaining to the photoheliograph optical system
may be found in the following concurrent reports: -
1. Photoheliograph Alignment System, 750- 11
L. Photo heliograph Primary Mirror Development, 750-7
3. Photohelograph Optical Testing, 750-10
The cut-off date of this report is 30 "June 1968.
REQUIREMENTS
:	 The optical requirements of the photoheliograph solar imaging experiment
^i
are as follows:	 -
Resolution - It is desired to realize the diffraction-limit resolution
obtainable with the maximum possible aperture that can be accommodated by
the spacecraft structure-. Due to spacecraft size limitations, it will not be pos-._
sible to utilize an aperture yielding an order of magnitude better resolution than 	 ^+
the best obtainable from the earth's surface. The maximum aperture obtainable
within the ATM cannister is 65 cm (2,5. 6 in. ) which yields a diffraction-'limited
resolution of 0. 19 arc sec. However, it will be possible to obtain observat ions
1	 /
i
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of solar phenomena continuing for long periods of time at better resolution than
obtainable from earth. For example, during a 40-day earth-orbiting mission,
it should be possible to observe the sun for something like 0. 5-1. 0 x 10 6
 sec-
om,) at a resolution approximating 0. 2 arc sec..
Spectral Range. — Images of the sun. are to be photographed simultaneously
in three spectral regions; i. e. , ultraviolet (1500-3000 Angstroms), visible light
(4000-6000 Angstroms), and the hydrogen-alpha line (6563 Angstroms). The
resolution and modulation transfer functions (MTF) quoted in this report will
assume a w^welength of 5000 Angstroms. It is necessary that the hydrogen-
alpha filter be tunable by approximately five Angstroms on either side of the
central wavelength.
Field of View - There is no stringent requirement on the field of view of
the photoheliograph other than it be large enough to study and follow dynamic
surface and atmospheric phenomena. A field size of 1/10th  the solar diameter
is satisfactory.
' Focal Ratio — The two factors affecting the focal ratio are the plate scale
(number of arc-sec/mm in the final focal plane) and the incompatibility of
hydrogen-filters-	 large	 moderate beam convergence angles.. 	 Aalphas	 with	 or
focal ratio of f/50 satisfies the plate scale and the beam convergence require-a }
ments.	 For a 65 -cm aperture, the f/50 focal ratio yields a plate scale o f
6. 3 arc-sec/mm which is suitable for either vidicon of film recording..
DESCRIPTION
Configuration— To obtain the maximum possible resolution, the largest
aperture commensurate with spacecraft physical constraints is to be used. 	 For
' the ATM-B mission, this aperture is 65 cm (25. 6 in. ).	 At f/50, the focal length
will be 32. 5 meters.	 The spacecraft, however, constrains the total length of k
the telescope to 3.0 meters. 	 Thus, it is seen that considerable compression of
the optical path is required. 	 This, coupled to the requirement for a very broad
spectral range, led to consideration of reflector-type designs for the optical
system.
	
Because of the small field an ` le requirement (several arc-.minutes),y	 g
field-correcting lenses are not required, and the system can be a'pure reflector
for mammum ultraviolet transmission. 	 (Light for the visible-light and H- alpha' .
2
1
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cameras will be transmitted through beam-splitters, but light to the ultraviolet
camera will not be transmitted through absorbing media. )
Figure 1 shows the three major subdivisions of reflecting optical designs
considered for the photoheliograph. The Cassegrain is a very popular design
due to the fact that it provides maximum focal length for minimum tube length.
The Gregorian system shown here is a classical Gregorian design modified to
provide means of "dumping" the unused portion of the solar image upstream
from the secondary mirror. (It should be noticed that the solar diameter sub-
tends approximately 32 arc-minutes whereas the image size required for the
film	 experiment is approximately 1/10th  the diameter; hence, 99 percent of thel
solar image is unused. ) The tertiary system is an approach to obtaining high
magnification through a series of two low-magnification
_ steps. It might be
called a Cassegrain-Gregorian system since it combines the features of both
designs (parabolic primary mirror, hyperbolic secondary mirror, and ellipti-
cal tertiary mirror).
}Due to the high magnification required of the Cassegrain secondary mir-
ror, a large, out-of-focus image of the 'sun is intercepted by the primary mir-
ror. This out-of-focus image moves about on the primary mirror as the
telescope is pointed to various portions of the solar disk (see Figure 2). This
results in large thermal. discontinuities on the primary mirror a very difficult
KU	 thermal situation to contend with.
Figure 3 shows that, except for that portion of the primary mirror in the
shadow of the secondary cage, g the primary mirror of the Gregorian design is`
evenly illuminated at a level of one solar constant. Also, very important is the
am	 fact that 313 watts (70 percent of the total flux in
	 on the primary mirror)
is reflected back into space by the heat shield and heat dump mirrors. Only
2. 1 percent of the solar flux reflected by the primary mirror reaches the secon-
dary. Table 1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the three reflect-
ing designs. Although the Gregorian design will have greater sensitivity to
misalignment than a Cassegrain system if constricted to the same tube length
(faster primary focal ratio and greater secondary magnification required by the
Gregorian), the Gregorian design modified to 'include a. prime-focus heat dump
g phas beeiz chosen. for the p hotohelio ra h because of theilhermal considerations
discussed above. The optical performance of the Gre y orian will be completely
3
1
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ON SECONDARY MIRROR
HIGH-MAGNIFICATION CASSEGRAIN
UNEVEN.
HEATING OF
PRIMARY
MIRROR
SIZE OF
FULL
SOLAR
IMAGE
1.16 SOLAR	 \	 -
^
CONSTANTS ON	 94 % OF SOLAR HEA
SECONDARY	 REFLECTED OUT
MIRROR
HIGH-MAGNIFICATION GREGORIAN WITH,HEAT DUMP
25 SOLAR CONSTANTS	 .SIZE OF SOLAR IMAGE
ON SECONDARY
	
AT CASSEGRAIN FOCUS
y
LARGE EFFECTIVE
	
TERTIARY DESIGN WITH DISTRIBUTED MAGNIFICATION 	 OBSCURATION
RATIO DUE TO
HOLE IN DIAGONAL
MIRROR PLUS LOW
MAGNIFICATION
Figure 1. Three Reflecting Designs Considered
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Figure 2. Out-cif-Focus Solar Image on Cassegrain Primary Mi,-ror
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Figure 3. Heat-Flow Diagram, Gregorian Optical System
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Fable 1. Comparison of Three Reflecting Designs
System Advantages Disadvantages
Cassegrain For a given tube length, can utilize Large heat flux on secondary
primary mirror with larger f/no. mirror ( 87 suns)
resulting in less coma and
astigmatism. Uneven heating of primary
mirror
Gregorian Approximately 70% of solar flux For a given tube length,
falling on primary mirror is must utilize primary mirror
dumped overboard. with smaller f/no. resulting
in more coma and astigmatism
Solar flux is approximately one
solar constant on all optical imag-
ing surfaces
Eliminates uneven heating of the
primary mirror.
Tertiary Eliminates uneven heating of the Still has large heat flux on
primary mirror. secondary mirror (25 suns)
For a given tube length, can util- Large effective obscuration
ize primary mirror with larger ratio results . from combina--
f /no. resulting in le s s coma and tion of low -magnification
astigmatism. third stage and hole in heat-
stop mirror
adequate for the experiment if thesystem is kept aligned within rather tight
f; tolerances. The alignment tolerances of the Cassegrain system will not be as
tight; however, the thermal problems associated with the Cassegrain outwe=igh
an optical advantages it may have in regard to alignment sensitivity.* If prop-y p	 g	 _ Y	 g	 g	 ^'	  P'
erly aligized, the performance of the Gregorian will be essentially identical to
that of the Cassegrain over the small field of view required.
The tertiary design, while relieving the thermal problem on the primary
mirror still suffers from a large solar flux on the secondary mirror as well as
a large inherent effective obscuratian ratio. The large value for the minimum
4	 obscuration ratio is not due to the secondary mirror, but to the beam-folding
mirror (or prism) following the 'secondary mirror as shown in Figure 4. The
7	
/f
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example shown in the figure suffers from an obscuration ratio of greater than
0. 5. The minimum value which can be achieved is about 0. 3. The obscuration
due to the beam-folding mirror can be avoided by using the ellipse in an off-axis
situation so that the beam reflected by the ellipse passes just to one side of the
beam-folding mirror. However, it is necessary to work at an angle of approxi-
mately four degrees off axis which is much too large for a comic section mirror.
The other alternative is to use an off-axis segment of an on-axis ellipse. This
approach also is questionable. An attempt to use this method for eliminating
the two folding ilats in the modified Gregorian design (see Figure 5) was unsvFc-
cessful as the computed image size became unacceptably large at field angles of
one arc r^ ate.
A list of design considerations and trade - offs are listed in Table 2.
The design considerations apply to any of the types of reflecting systems con-
sidered for this application. Assuming that the system focal ratio is frozen at
approximately f/50, only considerations 2-4 need be given attention. Spacecraft
size limitations require that the primary focal ratio be low. Mirrors of low',
focal ratio are more difficult to build and to test than mirrors of higher focal
ratio.	 For lower primary focal ratios', higher secondary magnifications are
required resulting in less tolerance to mirror spacing and misalignment errors.
agOne advantage, however, of the high secondary	 nification is the small cen-g	 y m ^•
WYE
MR
tral obscuration of the primary aperture due to the
	 -naller size of secondary
IF mirrors associated with higher magnification.	 The effect of large obscuration
ratio., .ratio of diameter of obscuration c(caused by secondary mirror, cell to
diameter of primary mirror aperture) is to diffract energy out of the central
	
J
Airy disk into the diffraction rings, thus reducing contrast.
	 This is shown in
Figure 6 where the energy distribution in the central Airy disk and the first
diffraction ring is -O-hown for various obscuration ratios.
	 To reduce this effect
to a practical minimum, a-maximum obscuration ratio of 0_2 has been specified
for the photoheliograph.
x
....
In the design of reflecting optical systems,, it , is advantageous to mini-4 Mize the number of reflecting surfaces. 	 Figure 7 shows the loss of -sys-
tem 'transmission as a function of number of mirror surfaces.
	 The image
quality as measured by the Strehl ratio"' is listed as a function of the
For definition and method of calculating the Strehf -ratio, see Appendix A.
	 A
Strehl ratio of 1. 0 represents a perfect optical system.
f 9
^	 .v
mc	 324
350
NOTE:
•	 f1	 • a. 
FLAT HEAT-DUMP MIRROR AT PRIME FOCUS REFLECTS UNUSED PORTION
OF SOLAR IMAGE BACK TO PRIMARY MIRROR WHERE IT IS RF-COLLIMATED
AND REFLECTED BACK INTO SPACE
b, ELLIPSOIDAL MIRROR IS USED OFF-AXIS (AXIS SHOWN BY DOTTED LINE)
c. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN CENTIMETERS
d`, SCALE	 1:24
F/4-8.3 GREGORIAN WITH m = 12.5
Figure 5. Tilt-Axis Gregorian Design
0
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Table 2. Design Considerations
1. System Focal Ratio
a, plate scale proportional to system focal ratio
b. depth of focus increases with fecal ratio
C. coma and astigmatism inversely proportional to focal ratio
d. hydrogen-alpha filter requires low-convergence beam (i. e.
high focal ratio)
2. Primary mirror focal ratio limited by _spacecraft size
3. Secondary mirror magnification
a. high magnification results in less central ob s curation
b. low magnification yields higher tolerance to mirror spacing
and mis-alignment for a given system focal ratio
4. Number of reflecting surfaces
a. system: transmission decreases with increase in number of
mirrors
b. randor"a surface errors add statistically
C. symmetrical systematic errors in one mirror surface may
be cancelled through compensating systematic error in
another mirror
1
1
i
I
;t
number of mirrors in an optical system in Table 3. For this table it has been
assumed that all mirrors surfaces have 1/50th wave rms random surface errors.
The optical schematic for the Gregorian design chosen for the hotoheliog	 P
graph is shown in Figure 8. The primary mirror focal length of 250 cm isi
chosen as being; essentially as long a focal length as is practical to fit into the
275-cm (108-in.) optical working length. Since the total distance allowed by
spacecraft constraints for the telescope is 120 in. we see that '12 in. (120. -108 in.)
remains for accommodating mirror thickness, mirror mounts, and structure
a behind the mirrors. Not shown in this drawing are the two dichroic beam split-
ter s and several filters associated with the three cameras located at the Gregor-
. ian focus.
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Number of Mirrors
n Series Strehl Ratio
1 0.94
2 0.88
3 0.82
4 0.76
(for 1/50th  wave rms surface accuracy)
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Table 3. Effect of Number of Mirrors on Image Quality
The function of the heat-stop mirror is primarily that of diverting unwanted
solar flux out of the optical imaging system. 	 Since the cameras will be record-
ing a field of view having a maximum dimension of 3.2 arc minutes (diagonal
dimension of image recording format), only that light coming from 1/100th  of
.^ the solar ;disk (disk diameter - 32 arc minutes) is required in the Gregorian
focal plane.	 Thus it would seem that the hole in the heat-stop mir=rty r should be	 -
0. 1 of the prime-focus image diameter (2. 33 cm); i. e. , 0. 233 ctn,	 however,
due to tolerances which must be allowed for misalignment of the s*.C6
	
ary mir-
ror support structure and the Gregorian focal-plane image apertes, ^"ie hole
diameter is enlarged to 0. 36 cm.	 Therefore, 0.024 (= 0.36 2 	 gthe solar
energy in the prime focus passes through the hole into the secon4arr system of
the telescope.	 It should be noted that although the heat-stop mirror acts as a
field stop in the prime-focus image plane, it does not constitute the actual field
stop for the total instrument.	 The hole is made large purposely so that it does
not accidentally act as a field stop for the instrument. 	 The true field stop is
defined either by a film-gate aperture in the case of film cameras or by the size
of the scan raster in the -event vidicon cameras are used.
The photoheliograph contains three optical systems all of which are interrelated
The optical imaging system is that which forms an image of a portion of the
solar disk at the Gregorian focus.	 The other optical systems are the heat
removal system (heat- stop and heat-dump mirrors) and the alignment system,
which is described in a separate report.
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Table 2 indicates that a low magnification is desired in order to have
IN greater tolerance to primary-secondary mirror spacing and misalignment.
Now, system focal ratio = magnification x primary focal ratio = 50,
(f/no. )sys = m x (f/no. )pri = 50
The maximum (f/no.)pri that can be accommodated within the space constraints 
is approximately f/4.	 Actually, f/3. 85 has been used for this design in order
_
to allow fora 10-in. spacing between the prime focus and the secondary m irror, ,¥
This spacing cannot be reduced significantly due to the "periscope" section of
the optical system; i. e., that portion of the optical system lying between the
two diagonal flats.	 The beam reflected from the secondary experiences an
effective central obscuration caused by the hole in the center of the first diagonal
flat (not to be confused with the heat-stop mirror) as, __shown in Figure 9.	 Ideally,
this, should not be greater than the obscuration caused by the secondary-mirror
cell in the beam incident on the primary mirror.	 The effective obscuration is
proportional to the angle between the normal to the first diagonal mirror and
the optical axis of the secondary mirror (see Appendix B). 	 To minimize the
all
effective obscuration it is desirable to keep this angle as small as possible. 	 A
if 6? 2 degrees, as used in the	 hotohelio rah design,, kee s the effectivevalue o	 /	 	 ,	 P	 g	 p	 g	 p
obscuration very close to the value of 0. 2,' the limit chosen on the basis of dif-
fraction considerations.	 This angle has a direct bearing on the minimum dis-
tance allowable between the end of the telescope structure (approximately the
plane of the secondary mirror) and the first diagonal flat mirror, the heat dump
mirror, and consequently the prime focus. 	 If one wishes to keep the vertical
height of the periscope section essentially as shown in Figure 10 (1. e. , 59. 80
cm)', then decreasing the angle increases the distance between the secondary
mirror and the prime focus thereby decreasing the focal ratio of the primary
mirror.	 As the focal ratio is decreased, the magnification goes up, however,
not sharply.	 But the object distance for the secondary mirror (distance from
and	 be	 by thesecondary mirror to prime focus) increases 	 must	 multiplied
increased magnification ` to obtain the back focal length of the telescope (optical
distance from secondary mirror to Gregorian focus). 	 The increase in the prod-
uct of the increased; magnification times the increased object distance is signifi-
cant.	 For example, if the angle were decreased from its present value of
16
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67 degrees to 57. 5 degrees, the object distance of the secondary mirror would
r increase 50 percent to a value of 37-50 cm, the primary mirror focal ratio
would decrease from 3. 85 to 3. 65, the magnification required would be
a	 50/3. 65 = 13. 7 which, when multiplied by the 37. 50-cm secondary-mirror
object distance yields a back focal length of 514 cm. This new back focal length
is 189 cm (58 percent) longer than the present design value of 325 cm. To accom-
modate this increase an extra folding irror would be required. As men-g	 q
Ell
boned previously, it is desirable to keep the number of mirrors to a minimum.
The configuration chosen, as shown in Figure 10, represents an optimiza-
tion of the Gregorian design modified to reject unrequired solar radiation in the
following ways:
1. It utilizes the least number of mirrors possible for obtaining an f/50
r	 system focal ratio.
2. The effective obscuration ratio is kept down to a value of 0. 2, a very
acceptable value.
rl
3.	 It makes efficient use of all the space available.
5 C	 S
,.t
{ Primary Mirror — The evolution of the primary mirror is described in
another report (Photoheliograph Primary Mirror Development, .750-7) and
will only be summarized here.
	 The thermal constraint of the ATM space-
craft specifies that no more than 0. 6 BTU hi:. shall be transferred to the ATM
cannister spar at each attachment point from instruments at a temperature
different than the spar.	 This led to the design philosophy that it is ne ce s sary to
cool the primary mirror and not permit it to come to a hot equilibrium temper_
_9
ature due to incident solar radiation.
	 Computer thermal and stress a alysis of
three widely variant primary mirror configurations being illuminated with one
solar constant of energy led to the relative distortion curves of Figure 11.
The hypothetical	 in the figuremirrors	 were of fused silica coated with aluminum.
A fairly high absorptance of 0. 14 was assumed.
	 It is noticed that the mirror
which is tapered toward the center (the top curve) suffers the greatest distor-
tion as a result of solar heating.	 The data of Figure 11 are re-plotted in Fig-
ure 12 in terms of one half the wavefront error existing between a wave reflected
by the distorted mirror and -a wave reflected by a perfect mirror having a best-
fit paraboloid shape approximating the distorted mirror.
	 The wavefront error-
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is called the Optical Path Difference (OPD) and, due to the nature of reflection,
is exactly twice the surface error. The surface error is defined as the displace-
ment between the surface of the distorted mirror at any given distance from the
center and the surface, at the same distance from center, of a best-fit para-
boloid. The best fit paraboloid is a paraboloid whose focal length is chosen such
that the surface errors are minimized. Its use is justified if a refocusing capa
-
bility is available. Since the surface error is exactly one-half the OPD, we
refer to it as the 1/2 OPD and express it in terms of fractional wavelength (X/n)
where X 51000 Angstroms.
Similar, curves are plotted for two configurations of Cer-Vit mirrors in
Figure 13. We see that the 1/2  OPD of the plane C er- Vit mirror is nearly X/70
which would give an OPD of V 10. By itself, a systematic wavefront error of
X/10 would be quite tolerable. However, if added to wavefront errors due to
manufacturing tolerances and misalignment, the thermal-induced X/10 wavefront
error is intolerable. The tapered mirror yields a thermal-induced surface
error of X/49 which results in an acceptable wavefront error of X/24. 5. On
this basis, it was decided to use a tapered mirror configuration for all further
investigations. It is recognized that the thickness of the mirror must be more
than 1. 5 inches at the cenf;er and 0.5 inches at the edge, as assumed in Fig-
ure 13, to give it sufficient stiffness for grinding and polishing and for accu-
rately supporting itself in a gravity field.
The deflection of the mirror due to gravity in a 1-g field is important
since the optical system will be manufactured and calibrated in a 1-g field but
operated under 0-g conditions in orbit. Therefore, it is very desirable to have
sufficient rigidity of the mirror so that its surface does not change significantly
when transferred from a 1-g to a 0 -g environment. This may be accomplished
} by designing the mirror so that it is not significantly distorted by a 1-g field.
With this in mind, five mirror configurations were analyzed for .resistance to
distortion by gravity. The five configurations are shown in Figure 14. For
MW y	 p	 g	 p	 ythis analysis, which. wa.,^  accomplished using a computer stress anal sis pro-
gram and the OPD technique described in Appendix C, the mirror i-9 assumed
IM	 to be supported at the central hub with the optical axis of the mirror' vertical as
4
For a more complete definition of 1/2  OPD and a description of the method of
- calculating the 1/2  OPD see Appendix C.
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Figure 13. Thermally-Induced Surface Errors From One -Solar- Constant
Incident Illumination, Cer-Vit Primary Mirror
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Figure 14. Five Primary Mirror Configurations Studied
Material Primary MirrorConfiguration
1/2 Optical Path
Difference(1/2 OPD)
Focus Change(Inches,)
ULE Fused SiO 2 1 19 0.0051
ULE Fused SiO2 2 185 0.0030
ULE Fused SiO 2 3 _ 48 0. 0031
ULE Fused SiO2 4 44 0.0023
ULE Fused SiO2 5 250 '0.0021
Beryllium 5 1000 0.0005
Beryllium 2 ,.909. 0.0006
I
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shown in the figure. This is the position the mirror will assume Lluring test
and calibration of the telescope on earth. Configuration 1 was analyzed in two
positions, with the polished surface up and with the polished surface clown. No
significant difference in the 1/2  OPD was found. Configuration 5 show `s the
greatest resistance to gravity distortion (see Table 4)_. However, very satis-
factory results are obtained with' configuration 2. It was felt that configuration 2
could be more easily manufactured_ than configuration 5; therefore, configura-
tion 2 was chosen for the primary mirror design. Since that time it has been
pointed out that the _sudden change in slope of the back, surface of configuration 2
might cause polishing and grinding difficulties as there would exist a discontinu-
ity of stiffness there. Hence, the design has been changed to provide a smooth
curve on back of configuration 2 which closely approximates the contour shown.
After selecting a configuration which satisfied the gravitir requirements,
the next problem approached was that of determining the magnitude of ther-
mal distortion induced into a mirror of this confi uration b the incident8	 y
Table 4. Distortion Analysis — Gravity SAG
G750-8
solar radiation. Factors affecting the thermal distortion are listed in
Table 5.
,i
Item 1 on Table 5, bulk material selection for the primary mirror, was
initially approached by computing the thermal distortion index (TDI) for a num-
ber of metallic and glass-type materials. The TDI is calculated from
TDI = thermal coefficient of expansion
thermal diffusivity
where
thermal diffusivity 	 thermal conductivityspecific heat x density
U11
The TDI indicates the degree of distortion to be expected from the material
under thermal transient conditions. For static the 	 conditions, the distor-
tion is simply a function of the thermal coefficient of expansion divided by the
t
	
thermal conductivity of the material. For the earth-orbiting application
x	 intended for the photoheliograph, the thermal transient case is of interest ;since
4	 the source of heat (the sun) will be occulted by the earth during each, orbit. The
various materials for which the TDI was computed are listed in Table 6. The
TDI, ranged in value from 4. 4 for super invar to 255 for stainless steel. Stan- 	 I,
dard fused silica {Corning (940) was second highest with a TDI 49. This high
Table 5. Factors Affecting Thermal Distortion
of Primary Mirror
w 1. Mirror bulk material s election (thermal expansion coefficient,
thermal conductivity, specific heat, density)
2. Configuration (i. e. , mechanical cross-section)
3. Plane at which heat is extracted from mirror
4. Direction of flow of 'coolant in cooling channels (determines
radial gra ient).,
5. Rate of flow of coolant..
6. Specific heat of coolant
26 Y
__.4,
Table 6.	 Mirror Blafik Materials Study
Thermal Distortion
1_g Gravity
Material Thermal Distortion Flat Mirror Blank Complex Mirror
Distortion
Computation
Index Computation Thermal Distortion Blank ThermalComputation Distortion Computation
aluminum (5052) X X
beryllium X X X X
Cer-Vit X' X X (X)
copper X
fused silica-;7940 X X
fus"'d silica 7971 X X XJULE)
Invar X X
stainless steel(300 series) X
Sup  r Inva r X X
Note:	 X	 = study Performed(X) _ assumed same results as obtained from ULE
I
U1
0
0O
750-8
value is due to the very low conductivity of glasslike materials. The second
lowest TDI value, 7, is shared by Corning Ultra_ Low Expansion (ULE) fused
silica and Owens_Illinois Cer_Vit, Premium-Select Grade.
The thermal distortions that would be experienced by 31. 5-in. diameter,''
1. 0-inch thick flat mirror blanks were computed as indicated in column 3 of
Table 6. The assumptions for this computation were that the blanks was uni-
formly illuminated by one solar constant on the front side and that they were
uniformly cooled on the back surface. The magnitude of these distortions are
shown in Figures 15 and 16. Figure 1.6 is an enlarged_ scale version of the
lower part of Figure 15. It is obvious from the figures that ordinary fused
s iii ca, is net at all satisfactory. Super Invar gives very ,low thermal distortion,
but it has been dropped from consideration because of the large development
effort which would be required to qualify it as a suitable mirror material. The
distortion for ULE fused silica 4.s not shown in the figures; however, it would
closely approximate that of the Premium Select Cer_Vit.
Similar 'distortion curves were generated for various materials for the
secondary mirror (see Figure 17). It is seen that the low expansion materials,
Ce r_ Vit or ULE fused silica, will give thermal distortions of less than a 1/50th
1-111 wave.
It will be noted in Table 6 that a number of metals were considered for
f mirror blank bulk material. 	 Aluminum and stainless steel were eliminated
from considerate	 thermal distortion. 	 Invar and Super Invar'	 n because of high
41'J both have low thermal distortion characteristics, but are very heavy and ofquestionable mechanical long; -term stability (micro creep).	 Beryllium appeared
to be the most promising of the metal materials. 	 It is light in weight, and
recent work at Batelle Institute indicated that good dimensional stability can be
achieved.	 One serious drawback in the use of beryllium for telescope mirrors
is that it must be coated with Kanigen_to achieve a ._suitable amorphous surface
for final grinding and polishing. 	 Verbal reports from' several optical finishers'
indicated that Kanigen tends to develop sleeks (small; scratches) during the
figuring process of aspheric surfaces.	 (The surface loading by the polishing
mDuring the early phases of the study, an 80-cm {= 31. 5-in.) diameter was
assumed for the primary mirror. 	 This was later reduced to a 65-cm
25.6-in. ) diameter due to space constraints established by the ATM_A
cannister configuration.
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flat mirror blank 2 thick
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Figure 17. Thermal Distortion of Various Secondary Mirror Materials
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tool is smaller for spherical surfaces and the probability of sleeking is less
than with aspheric surfaces. ) Since the primary mirror is a paraboloid
(aspheric), it is felt that the tendency of metal mirrors to develop sleeks is a
major problem, especially for an optical system which is intended to work in
the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. The optical problem arising from sleek-
ing is that the sleeks scatter light. The degree of scattering is a function of
the wavelength of the incident light -- grea t-er scattering at short wavelengths.
Three candidate mirror materials (ULE fused silica, Cer_ Vit, and
beryllium) were studied in regard to gravity and thermal distortion in a con-
figuration closely approximating the final chosen configuration. The gravity
distortion data was presented in Table 4 above for beryllium and ULE fused
silica. Cer-Vit, being a glass-like material similar to fused silica will have
gravity distortion characteristics similar to that calculated for ULE fused
silica.
The thermal distortion for the thermal equilibrium case is given for ULE
and beryllium in Table 7. A number of cases of coolant flow conditions were
investigated for the ULE mirror in configuration 1 with the result that while
turbulent flow yields lower values of 1/2 -OPD, laminar flow also gives satis-
factory results. Laminar flow requires less pump power and produces less
vibration than turbulent flow; therefore, it has been chosen as the flow mode for
cooling the mirror.The thermal ert^^-manep " rx	 a of beryllium in configuration 2
is seen to be unsatisfactory in Table 7.
To determine the thermal distortion characteristics for the transient
thermal situation where the mirror is suddenly illuminated by the sun, a com-
puter thermal distortion analysis was conducted for various time periods after
the mirror first sees the sun. The resulting data are given in Table 8.
It is seen that the mirror figure appears to remain quite stable dur-ing the
transient condition, but a, focal change of 0. 001 in. per 12 minutes occurs.
Unless a compensating focal change occurs simultaneously in; the secondary
mirror, or a compensating expansion of the-telescope cube structure occurs, itP	 g P
will be necessary to refocus the telescope approximately every five minutes
during operation. A refocusing capability isIlanned for the telescope.
32
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Material
Primary
Mirror
Configuration
Thermal. Condition
1 2 Optical Path
Difference(1 /2 OPD)
Focus Change(Inche )
ULE Fused Silica 1 Laminar flow, uniform 70'F X/57 0. 0008
coolant tempe nature
ULE Fused Silica 1 Turbulent flow, uniform 70 °F X/78 0.0006
coolant temperature
ULE Fused Silica I Turbulent flow, 1'F radial X/72 0.0006
gradient rise from outside''"'
to inside,
ULE Fused Silica 1 Turbulent flow, 1 °F radial X/83 0.0007
gradient rise from inside
tc;: ot^.t^.^de
ULE Fused Silica I Laminar flow, 3 °F radial X/49 0.0007
gradient- rise from outside
to inside
ULE Fused Silica 1 Laminar flow, 3 °F radial X/67 0.0010
gradient rise from inside
to outside
ULE Fused Silica 2 Cooling coils on back surface X/20 0.0025
- of mirror back, 3 °F rise
from inside to outside
Beryllium 2 Cooling coils on back surface X/4 0.0417
of mirror back, 3 °F rise
from inside to outside
ULE Fused:Sq#a r	 2 Laminar flow, 3 °F radial X/55 0.0007
^-radient rise from inside to
outside
Un
C)I
00
P"	 1 bill
Table 7. Equilibrium Thermal Distortion Analyses
Inside - central region of mirror blank	 Outside - peripheral region of mirror blank
5
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Table 8. Transient, Thermal Distortion Analysis
t
r	 ,
k
4
Assumptions: mirror bulk material - ULE fused silica
primary mirror configuration #2
3'F thermal radial gradient from inside to outside
Minutes of Direct Distortion Change in
Solar Illumination (1 /2 OPD) Focal Length
12 X/49 0. 00 11 in.
24 X/59 0.0.010
36 X/6,1 0.0009
One of the analyse; listed in Table 7 is for the case of a ULE fused
silica mirror cooled on the back surface. All of the other analyses for ULE
mirrors in the table assume the coolant channels are 'centered 0. 5 ,
 inch behind
the optical surface. For the ULE mirror in configuration. No. 2, laminar flow
case, 3 °F rise from inside to outside, the 1/2 OPD is shown by the table to be
1/55th  wave for internal cooling channels and 1 /20th wave for cooling at the
back surface of the mirror. Thus we see that for the thermal equilibrium case,
at least, the thermal distortion is approximately only one-third, as great when
g	 p	 external cinternal coolin  is utilized. as com ared to exte	 ooling on the back of the
mirror. For this li reason, the mirror blanks are designed to be made from
fused silica so that internal coolant channels may be fabricated in the mirror.
The method of fabricating internal channels will be discussed later.
'	 Radiation cooling of the mirror blank was also investigated. It is impos-
sible to do effective -adiative cooling in the forward direction from the mirror
=.	 because of the low emissivity of the 'aluminum reflecting coating at 10 microns
wavelength. Since the back side of the mirror has no view of deep space, it is
necessary to introduce a, cold plate beh,i and the mirror to accomplish radiative
cooling of the mirror. It has been calculated that the temperature of the cold
plate must be _40 °F in o-rder to maintain the primary  z llirror at 70 °F. To
Y	 achieve this low a temperature in the cold plate, it is necessary to have a
space-qualified refrigeration system.' It is felt chat a refrigeration system
which could meet the requirements fof this application is not within the state of
V the art.
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The mechanical configuration of the mirror blank as delivered to the
optical shop is shown in Figure 18. It is seen that the mirror blank is actuallyP	 P	 g	 Y
comprised of three pieces which are fused together. These are the front (top)
plate, the back (bottom) plate, and the hub. The front and back plates are
originally separate plates so that the coolant channels may be sandblasted in
the back plate before fusing together. The hub is made independently and then
fused on strictly to save raw material and grinding time. A very thick piece of
fused silica would be required if the back plate and hub were integral. The JPL
t mirror blank fabrication specification (JPL specification ES504439) calls for a
minimum of 90 percent fusion over the fusion joints (i. e. , 90 percent of the
b	 area of the fusion joint must be fused). There is -some concern as to whether
t
the percentage of fusion will decrease during extensive vibration of the mirror
during vibration testing and launch of spacecraft. This will be investigated with
closely monitored vibration tests at JPL to determine if the anticipated launch
environment will cause any change in percentage of fusion.
3
.,
	
	
The mirror blanks are to be ^ ,bricated by Corning Glass Works since
they are the only sou -ce of ultra-low expansion fused silica. The only com-
petitive mirror material from thermal expansion and optical finishing considera_
bons is the cry
	glas sla .,s p roduct of Owner Lllinois, i, e. , Cer_Vit.
However, since it cannot be fused, _Cer_ Vit is not applicable to the fabrication
of mirror blanks with internal cooling channels approximating a spiral coil.
rt Adhesive bonding of Cer_Vit pieces together to make a mirror of the type shown
^r unnecessary   risk.. The drillingm Figure 1$ is felt to involve. considerable and 
of radial! coolant channels-in a solid'Cer_Vit blank has been considered. This
technique becomes quite complicated in assuring a uniform flow of coolant
among the va r`` ous channels which are fed in parallel.
The processes involved in fabricating the ULE fused silica mirror blanks
Eli are shown schem :tically in Figure 19. Since sag_for'-ming to a refractory mold
_is not a precision technique, the thickness' of the front plate may vary on the
ri finished ground mirror blank by 0. 150 in. Analysis with the computer thermal_
distortion program indicates that this variation will be tolerable.
U111
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The surface errors resulting from individual coolant loops have been
analyzed. The localized thermal distortion due to the presence of individual
loops in the mirror amount to only 1/2000th of a wave. The distortion of the
surface resulting from the 16 psi fluid pressure in the coolant channels is com-
puted to be 1/500th of a wave. The coolant fluid will be an 80 percent methanol,
20 percent water solution.
Figure 18 shows a groove around the hub of the mirror. A two-piece,
precision-fit Invar ring will be affixed in the groove and will provide the basis
for attachment of the mirror mount to the mirror during telescope operation in
orbit and on the ground. During launch phase (and vibration testing), a series
of "launch locks"__will engage the mirror around the periphery to provide addi-
tional support. These will be retracted after launch so that no strains are
induced into the mirror by the support system.
Filters.	 Spectral intervals of interest for the solar telescope include
ultraviolet in the 1500,-2500A waveler<igth region, white light centered at 5000A°
and the hydrogen-alpha  line at 	 5 3A	 A system of beamy	rn splitters in the exit
beam of the telescope will direct light simultaneously through separate filters
to the appropriate cameras ( gee Figure 20).	 A brief description of the filters
and their operating characteristics is presented in the following paragraphs.
FIT Both the Lyot type birefringent filter and solid Fabry-Perot interference
type filter are being considered for the hydrogen-alpha line. 	 It is necessary
that the filter have a 0. 5A band pass centered at 6563A with provision for
..tuning 35 OA.
The Lyot filter consists essentially of a series of birefringent crystal
b	 blocking	 s.	 Only those	 for	 theplates separated	 polarize r	 wavelengths	 which	 	 y
difference in optical path between two polarizers is an even number of half
waves will be completely transmitted.	 Transmission for the entire filter is
the product of the transmissions .of each polaroid-crys-ta.l-polaroid sandwich.
Modifications are employed to optimize cone angle and achieve some tunability.
r Thermal effects are critical and must be carefully controlled. 	 Commercial
t versions of the Lyot filter are',available from the Zeiss and Bernhard Halle
firms in German:.	 Certain features such as electronic temperature 'controly 	 P
and shock mounted calcite crystals make the latter attractive for space flight
38
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application - although the useful shift range is only + IA. Peak transmission of
the Halle is 10-14% and, of the Zeiss, approximately 10%.
The solid etalon Fab ry_ Pe rot filter is also being considered for isolation
r	 a
of the hydrogen alpha line. It is relatively simple, very rugged and exhibits
little drift with temperature. Present Fab y-Perot filters developed by 'Perkin
0Elmer have a 0. 55A bandwidth with 88% transmission in an f/40 optical system.
oTemperature drift is 0. 05A per degree centigrade. " Certain modifications,
°i	 however, must be added to provide for tunability. Pressure and temperature
scanning as well as tilting of the filter have been suggested.
Both transmitting and reflectance type interference filters have been
investigated for the ultraviolet region. The former is problematical due to the
difficulty in finding suitable high-index material which is transparent at short
wavelengths. A better possibility is the construction of a simple reflection
interference filter on the final diagonal flat directing light into the ultraviolet
c ^,^rera. The filter consists of a transparent layer deposited on a reflecting
surface and covered by a semi-reflecting' metal film. Several varieties of this
types of filter have been described in the literature. W. G. Tifft at the Uni-
versit of Ariy	 z-ona has constructed a simple three-lad; er coating consisting of
opaque  aluminum, M F andg 2	 semitransparent aluminum. This produces a
filter with high (80%)
 reflectivity bands centered at 1300 and 2600A. They are
a
approximately 2 150A and 700A wide respectively. Through the use of a thinner
layer of MgF2 , it should be possible to shift the broader peak to a more appli
II
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Unperturbed Optical Performance. The Rayleigh resolution limit for a
65-cm  aperture is simply given by
0 = 1.22 X/D = 9. 38 x ' 0-7 radian	 0. 193 arc-second
where
0 angular subtend of two points just resolved
X = wavelength of light at which the measurement or calculation is
made = 0. 5 micron = 5 x 10- 8 cm
D = diamete r of the aperture = 65 cm
In terms of linear resolution, the Rayleigh limit is
linear resolution -	 1 line-pairfocal length x angular resolution
_	 1 line-pair
(3.250 x 104 mm) (9.38 x 10 -7 radian)
¢i = 32.8line-pair/mm
In the event the telescopeope line of sight moves relative to the scene being
photographed during the exposure :time, the image will be smeared and a lower
R resolution value will result. 	 Although the telescope is fairly stable while in
- fo cal length (3. 2 50 x 104 mm) makes it very sensitive to smallorbit, the long f
angular motions. 	 The yaw and pitch jitter rate expected of the ATM cannister
-	 o'	 o	
e	 h	 roll jitter ' r a e i	 expectedm orbit is one arc _second per sec. nd	 f tim .	 T e	 11	 _ 	 t	 s
_
d	
., to -be on the -order of one arc-minute per second of time. 	 The combined effects
E of image motion and e-Y'posure time upon resolution are discussed in Appendix D
and are presented here in- Table _9.
fill, `fable	 TheThe loss of resolution in	 9 is that-- due. to pitch and, yaw jitter.
loss due to roll_ is only 1/20th as great.	 ''i''he need for fast exposure times is
clearly seen.	 :While this may seem a trivial matter when photographing the sun,
it must be remembered that there is not a lot of energy available from the 'spun
in the 1500-3000 Angstrom region and in the hydrogen_alpha line. 	 The
.x
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Table 9. Loss of Resolution Due to Image Smear
r^
l^
Exposure Time
(seconds)
Re solution
(line-pair/mm)
Resolution(Arc seconds)
0 32.8 0.193
0.025 29.0 0.219
0.050 26.2 0.242
0.075 23. 6 0.269
0.100 21. 7 0.292
ultraviolet output of the sun drops very rapidly below 4000 Angstroms. The
shortage of radiation at the hydrogen-alpha line comes not from lack H of emis-
sion at this wavelength, but from the small band-pass (0. 5 Angstroms) or less
of the hydrogen-alpha filter.
t Since the field of view is very small (3.2 arc minutes) 	 the Seidel
aberrations of the telescope will be very small if the system is in proper align-
ment.
	
The chromatic aberrations will, of course, be zero since the design is
an all-reflecting system with no components having optical dispersion. 	 Tan-
gential coma at the corners of the field will be only about 0. 007-arc-second.
This will amount to ie s s 'than 4 percent of the limiting resolution and will cer-
tainly be insignificant. 	 Based on computer spot diagrams, the curvature of
field has been determined to be about 1.0 mm (0...040 m.) in magnitude anal, at
the edge of the field, curves away from the secondary mirror. 	 Computer ray
tracing also shows the field distortion to be only 6. 0 x 10'
	
percent (5.7 x 10-4
arc- se,-- nds) at the corners of the field,
If we define the maximum tolerable focal shift as one which produces an
optical path difference not exceeding one Rayleigh limit (X/4), then the equation
for the depth of focus (DOF) may be written after Conrad.y (Ref. 1) as follows:
DOF = f
2N' sin 	 U''
m
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where
N' = refractive index of the medium in which the image is formed
fi 
Um = angle at which the extreme marginal ray arrives at the focus
For a reflecting system working in vacuum (or, for all practical purposes, in
air), N' = 1. For f-numbers greater than 10, sin U' _ 0. 5/f-number. Atm
f/50, sing U'nl = 10 4. Thus, for the f/50 Gregorian operating at a wavelength
of 5000 Angstroms, the depth of focus will be 2. 5 mm on either side of the
focus. This is 2. 5 times greater than the tolerance required by the field
curvature.
Prediction of the optical performance of the photoheliograph is accom-
IM plished through the use of the Aerospace Corporation's PAGOS (Program for
the Analysis of General Optical Systems) optical computer program. The great
value of the PAGOS program lies in its versatility it will provide the following
idata on any optical system that s provided as input:
MI a. The Seidel contributions of each surface and the Seidel sums
b. Full-field ray trace through the system'
C . Spot diagrams for points images in or near the focal plane across
any specified field of view
d. Diffraction-based modulation transfer function (MTF) data and plots
fo r any specified point in the field of view.
With the exception of the Seidel calculations; these outputs can be provided for
the system under conditions of misalignment of the elements and certain types
of periodic surface errors. The program is being presently expanded at JPL
to include a capability for computing the Strehl ratio for any image point in the
field of view. This will be done by computing the MTF volume at an image
point and dividing this volume by the MTF volume of'a diffraction-limited
optical system operating at the -same image point. The ratio of the se. two
volumes gives the value of the Strehl ratio (Ref. 2).
Strehl ratio =	 volume under 3-dimensional MTF curvevolume under 3-dimensional MTF curve of aberration-free system
43
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The above equation is not the definition of the Strehl ratio, but provides a
	
}	 method of calculating the ratio if the MTF is known. The advantage of using
the Strehl ratio as an evaluation criteria lies in the fact that it provides a
single-valued function which can describe the performance of the optical sys-
tem. It is true that the Strehl ratio does not convey as much information about
the optical performance as the MTF. On the other hand, unless the nature of
s the target is known quite thoroughly in advance, the spatial frequency informa-
tion contained by the MTF is of little value.
	
IL	 The MTF for a diffraction-limited optical system is given by, (Ref. 3)
{
MTF = nZ ((t- cos ^ sin ^) (cos 6)k
t
whe re
Et =- cos 1 (vX f-number)
V spatial frequency in cycles /mm
X = wavelength in mm
8 = half field angle
k	 1 for radial lines and 3 for tangential lines
This curve is plotted in Figure 21 for the on-axis image of an f /50 system.
Also plotted are the MTF curves for an f /50 telescope with a 0. 2 and a 0. 5
central obscuration. The need for keeping the central obscuration small is
obvious. While the central obscuration has the effect of "peaking" the high
frequency transmission of the optical system, the loss in the middle frequencies
	 a:
more than offsets the gains except in very specialized applications where only 
high spatial frequencies are important.
;M
Perturbed Optical Performance. For the purposes of this discussion,
perturbed optical performance is defined as that performance given by the
optical system in thepresence of misalignment of the optical elements and/or
imperfections in the contours ofthe reflecting surfaces (surface errors).
For , further discussion on Strehl, raiio'anId MTF, see Appendix A.
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The three types of misalignment are:
a. Spacing errors in the relative spacing between the primary and
secondary mirrors and between the secondary mirror and the image
detection plane
b. Translation (decentration) — the condition which exists when the axesi
of the several optical elements are parallel but not coincident
C, Tilt — nonparallelism of the axes of the optical elements
All of the types of misalignment can be experienced simultaneously to a greater
14,	
or lesser degree. Indeed, it is impossible to conceive of any of the alignment
errors being absolutely zero.
A study has been made on the effects the three types of misalignment
have on the optical performance of the Gregorian telescope. 	 The objective of
i this study is to determine tolerance levels for misalignment. 	 At the beginning
of the study it was thought that evaluation of the spot diagram as a function of
f misalignment would serve as a criteria for establishing tolerance levels.	 It i
was felt that a misaligned condition was tolerable as Tong as the spot diagram
size did not exceed the diffraction blur circle diameter (diameter of the central
disk)	 for the	 i. e,	 61	 This	 to beAiry	 calculated	 instrument;	 ,	 microns.	 proved
wrong.	 It was found that, if the spot size was allowed to become as large as j
the diffraction blur circle diameter, the MTF had degenerated significantly.
In retrospect, the reason for this is quite obvious. 	 Computer spot diagrams
do not take into account diffraction effects.	 Howe w-er_, the performance of an r;
essentially diffraction limited optical system is governed largely by diffraction.
Therefore, computer spot diagrams are of little value in analyzing the per-
formance, of an optical system operating near the diffraction limit.
A A meaningful criteria for the determination of alignment tolerances can
rbe established through the study of the MTF and the St ehl ratio as a function
of misalignment. 	 This may be done by computing the Strehl ratio on the basis
of the volume under the MTF curve and setting the absolute minimum acceptable
value of the Stiehl ratio as 0.8 (Appendix A gives 0. 793 as the Marechal lower
limit on the Strehl ratio).	 The manner'"in which the misalignments add together
in reducing the Strehl ratio has not yet been determined, but can be inve sti-
gated with the PAGOS program as modified to compute Strehl ratios.	 After
,3
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this has been done, it will be necessary to assign limits to the contribution each
perturbation makes to the degradation of the Strehl ratio.
The effect of spacing error is to refocus the image. To a small extent,
spacing errors can be compensated by refocusing the camera. Also, the
depth of focus will accommodate a very small spacing error. For the f/50
Gregorian, a spacing error between the primary and secondary mirrors of
0. 001 cm can be tolerated without refocusing. If the camera is refocused, a
mirror spacing error of 0. 1 cm is tolerable. This amounts to changing one
spacing (secondary mirror to image recording plane) to accommodate error in
another spacing (primary to secondary miaraor). These spacing effects were
studied through the use of MTF curves generated with the PAGOS program.
Using the MTF data from the computer run, the Strehl ratio -iwas hand-calculated.
to be 0. 86. Accepting a lower bound for the Strehl ratio of 0. 8 it is seen that
the spacing 'tolerance could be increased somewhat if spacing were the only
misalignment. This, of course, is not the case.
Tilt and translation misalignments both produce comatic- images in the
focal plane. The resultant point spread function is not symmetrical; therefore,
a single MTF curve cannot describe the imaging capabilitlT of an optical system
experiencing either or both of these misalignments, However, MTF curves
generated for the comatic image in two orthogonal directions in the image plane
do not differ greatly. This is, perhaps, due to the 'higher concentration of Tight
energy in the small end of the comatic image. If two Strehl ratios are computed,
Ll one on the basis of each of the two orthogonal MTF volumes, the average valueof these two ratios can be assumed to fairly well represent the Strehl ratio of
the comatic image. It will be on this basis that further study of the alignment
l
tolerances of the Gregorian telescope will be pursued.
Estimates of the misalignment tolerances have been made from inspection
of the degradation of the MTF curves. An example of the change in MTF as a
function of translation (decentering) of the secondary mirror relative to the pri
mary is shown in Figures; 22. Preliminary tolerance levels are given in Fig-
ure 23. These leiTels mast all be lowered as they do not take into account image
degradation arising from other sources. Realistic values can be obtained after
the tolerance studybased oncomputer--generatedStrehl ratios has been completed.
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In addition to the image degradation introduced by misalignment and
defocusing, the telescope will experience further degradation due to surface
errors; . e. , the departure of the actual mirror surface from the proper rnath-
erratical form. As an example, the primary mirror should be exactly a parab-
oloid, but may depart from a true paraboloidal formby somethinglike amillonth	 n
f
of an inch. The secondary mirror should be a true ellipsoid and the remaining
mirrors, true flat planes. In all cases, the tolerance is in the order of a mil-
lionth of an inch or less.
The surface errors may be classified, as two types: gross systematic sur-
s
	 face errc,+.• s and small-scale random errors. The first type consists of thermal
distortions, gravity distortions, and manufacturing tolerances. The second
F
	 type result from manufacturing tolerances and inhomogeniety in the mechanicalt
	
characteristics of the material. The analysis of the image degradation of the
two types is performed by different methods (see Appendix F). These methods,
unfortunately, yield answers in different units. For the gross systematic error,
the analysis yields results in term& of the relative amount of energy which falls ¢,
into the central disk of the diffraction pattern compared to t' at which goes into
the diffraction rings.	 In the, case of random errors, the effect on the Strehl
ratio is analyzed.	 For wavefront errors of less than 1/4 wavelength,_ one can
argue that the relative amount of energy in the central disk should relate quite
directly to the Strehl ratio. 	 The energy is represented by the volume under the
diffraction pattern curve whereas the Strehl ratio is a measure of the relative iv
height of the icurve. 	 For wavefront errors of 1/2 wave or less, the width of the
central disk is essentially constant (Ref. 4). 	 Therefore, to a first approxima-
tion, the volume under the diffraction curve will be directly proportional to the
height of the peak of the curve for small wavefront errors. 	 That is, the energy
relationships derived from systematic wavefront error analysis can be made to f	 'I
relate to the Strehl ratio derived from random wavefront error considerations.
From the data generated in Appendix E, we see that degeneration of the
Strehl ratio down to 0. 8 (Rayleigh limit) occurs if the gross systematic surface
error is 1/8th wave (1/4-wave wavefront `error)-or if the random surface errors
of the four mirrors in series are on the order of 1/54th wave.	 Only the four
mirrors "upstream" in the optical system are considered to contribute seriously
`
to the wavefront error analysis	 These are the primary, secondary, and two
mirrors'	 the front	 the telescope.	 The beam	 andperiscope	 near	 end of	 splitters
50
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optical filters are located near the focal plane (Figure 20) and, consequently,
have little optical power. This is because the optical lever from the beam
splitters and filters to the focal plane is relatively short. A striking example
of the insensitivity of an optical system to wavefront distortions near the focal
plane is the effect produced by a piece of ground glass. Such glass is extremely
rough on a wavelength scale; yet, if placed at the focal plane of a lens, it will
transmit an image. However: when placed distant from the focal plane, no
image is passed.
Quantitative data is to be obtained on the actual degradation caused by
surface errors of the beam splitters and filters using the PAGOS computer pro-
gram. Should the effect be significant, 1/100th wave surfaces will be specified
for all flat mirrors. Flats of this accuracy and better are available commer-
cially, typically for use in Fabry-Perot resonators.
Optical Performance Budget. Based on practical considerations, it does
not seem that the minimum acceptable Strohl ratio for the photoheliograph can
be set at a higher limit than 0. 8. This corresponds to optical performance at
{ the Rayleigh limit where 32 percent of the light energy is scattered into the
diffraction rings and 68 percent enters the central disk. Conrady describes i
f	 performance at the Rayleigh limit as follows; {
The loss in contrast is thus decidely considerable and may render
sE	 delicate detail invisible, whilst there is no loss of resolving power
for strongly marked detail. (Ref. 5)
r
Those factors which contribute to the degradation of the Strehl ratio are II
the tilt and translation misalignments, spacing misalignrnent, surface errors
d (including thermal and gravity distortions) and defocusing (inaccurate focusing),
Each of these sources of error individually can be kept small enough so that-
their contribution to Strehl ratio degradation is less th,nthe -0.2 total allowed. It
is the sum of their contributions, however, that determines the overall optical
performance, and maintaining the sum below the -0. 2 level represents a con-
siderable technical challenge but does not seem impossible. Atthe present it
is not known whether or not the contributions from all of these sources of error
add linearly. A study of computer generate&MTF curves for a single misaligned
and two defocused conditions has revealed an interesting phenomenom. The
MTF degradation dice to the combination of misalignment and defocus is slightly
51
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less than the sum of the loss incurred in going from a properly aligned and
focused condition to a misaligned condition plus the loss in going from the
proper condition to the defocused condition. Thus, MTF degradation from
defocusing and misalignment does not add linearly, but at a somewhat lesser
r ate.
The summing of image degradation from combinations of the various error
sources will be studied in more detail on the basis of Strehl ratio using the
PAGOS program. Until the summing characteristics are understood it will not
be possible to budget performance degradation allotments to the various error
t	 sources. Such budgeting will also have to consider the practical tolerance limits
which can be put on the individual error sources.
n
INFLIGHT ALIGNMENT AND FOCUS CAPABILITY
F"	
Because of the nearly linear summation of misalignment and defocusing
degradations of the image, it is necessary to keep alignment and focusing
f errors town absolute minimum. 	 Alignment tolerances will have to be kept to
approximately 0, 003 in. of translation and 0. 0125 degrees of tilt. 	 A structure
I
the size of the photoheliograph cannot be kept aligned within these tolerances1
through the launch phase of the mission. 	 It is also quite likely that thermal
fluctuations during the orbital phase of the mission may distort the telescope
structure beyond these tolerances. 	 The need for inflight alignment and focus
capabilities is obvious.
f	
j
An alignment system has been designed for the photoheliograph and is
described in a concurrent report.. ' It has been determined that it will be neces-
sary for the alignment sensor to work in two modes: 	 one for the detection of
translation alignment and one for tilt alignment. 	 Analysis of the design indicates
that the sensor will be .- wale to detect alignment errors an order of magnitude
smaller than the tolerances given in the previous paragraph.
For the purpose of alignment, the telescope is mechanically divided into
two blocks, one of which is to be aligned with the other. 	 Each block is con='
sidered to be internally rigid.	 The reference block contains the primary mir-
ror, the alignment sensor, and the data re6^4t.ding ,-cameras.	 Mounting rigidity
•
See the Introduction section of this report for a list of concurrent. reports
containing supplemental information.
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between the primary mirror and the alignment sensor is very important while
the`accurate positioning of the cameras is of lesser importance. It matters
little whether or not the optical axis intersects exactly the center of the camera
format. The movable block contains the secondary mirror, the field stop (heat-
stop mirror), and the two periscope mirrors. It is essential that these all be
maintained rigidly fixed with respect to each other. The alignment sensor in
the --.fere:nce clock detects the translational position of the movable block through
the simple expedient of using a bore-sight telescope to observe a tiny light
source located near the center of the secondary i-nirror (see Figure 24). Arota-
ting knife edge in the focal planc of the boresight telescope modulates the amount
l= of light received on a photo tube located behind the focal plane if the image of the
light sources is not exactly centered on the axis of rotation. The amplitude and
k
:s phase of the modulation yield information on the amount and direction of the
translation misalignment. This information may be displayed on a PPI indicator
I
is
for the astronaut to use in realigning the system. Realignment is accomplished
by actuating four small motor-screw combinations which determine the trans-
verse locations of the movable block relative to the optical axis of the primary
mirror.
0
I'.
; Tilt misalignment will be detected using a modified autocollimation tech- 73
nique (Figure 25).	 A beam of light originating at the alignment sensor will be
f
reflected by a small, off-axis mirror segment located at the center of the secon-
dary mirror.	 After reflection by the primary mirror, the beam is -once again
reflected by the off-axis segment back to the alignment sensor. 	 In order to pass
the total beam through the small aperture in the heat-stop mirror, spherical
reflecting surfaces will be used on the small, off-axis segment of the secondary
mirror and the central2. 6 inches of the primary mirror.	 The autocollimator:
beam path between the primary and secondary mirrors lies within the shadow
zone of the secondary mirror cell.	 Between the secondary mirror and the
alignment sensor, the autocollimator beam as well as the boresight ,telescope
line of sight are three degrees off axis with respect to the photoheliograph--opti-
cal axis.	 Thus, the alignment -sensor may be used while the telescope is pointed
at the sun.
a'= A full-scale model of the alignment system is being built to test the theory
and sensitivity of the design.	 The photoheliograph;primary and secondary mirrors
JLI
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will be simulated using small mirrors whose sizes correspond to that portion
of the photoheliograph mirrors which actually are involved in the alignment
sensing process.
Focus sensing will be accomplished by measuring the mid-range and
high-frequency content of the photoheliograph video signal. The telescope
image will contain spatial frequencies whose amplitude is the product of the
spatial frequency of the scene being observed (target) and the MTF of the opti-
cal system. The video camera, of course, converts the spatial frequency of
the image into temporal frequency of the video signal. If the video signal is
passed through a bandpsss filter and rectified, tine resultant d. c. level gives a
measure of the amplitude of the temporal frequencies within the bandpas s. This
can be related directly to the amplitude (modulation) of the corresponding spatial
frequencies within the spatial bandpass. Thus, if the modulation of spatial fre-
quencies in the target stays constant during the period of measurement, any
change in d. c. level of the rectified signal represents a --ha.,, ge in the MTF over
the bandpas s being sampled. By changing the position of the cameras and moni-
toring the filtered and rectified video signal, it will be possible to determine
the camera position which gives best focus (highest d. c. level).
While the alignment and focusing techniques are currently designed to
use the astronaut "in-the-loop, complete automation of the techniques can be
accomplished by the addition of suitable logic circuits. The techniques, when
.I
automated, are applicable to unmanned spacecraft operation.
r^
r
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APPENDIX A
THE STREHL RATIO
The Strehl ratio is defined (Ref. 1) as the ratio of light intensity at the
peak of the diffraction pattern of an aberrated image to that at the peak of an
aberration-free image. This is illustrated in Figure A-1, The value of the
Strehl ratio can also be determined if the modulation transfer function (MTF) of
the optical system is known. 'This is done by computing the volume under the
three-dimensional MTF of an aberrated system and dividing by the volume under
the MTF of an aberration-free system of the same numerical aperture (Refs. 1
and 2).
,
The utility of the Strehl ratio lies in the fact that it is a single-valued 	 i
parameter by which the performance of an optical system can be specified. For	 f
optical systems whose performance is 1/2-wave or better, it offers, by virtue
of its definition, a visualization of the energy distribution in the diffraction pat-
tern of a point image (point-spread function). For performance poorer than
l
1 /2 wave (i. e. , two Rayleigh limits ), the diameter of the diffraction pattern
expands (Ref. 3) and the height of the peak of the pattern no longer gives a good
'	 kapproximation of the volume (energy) m	 Airy dis . ;.
i
The Strehl ratio does not provide as much information about the imaging
characteristics of an optical system as does the MTF`; that is, it does not give
the transfer function of the system as a function of spatial frequency. In this
.4	 regard; it is limited. However, unless the spatial frequency spectrum of the-
input to the optical system is known, the MTF offers little useful information.
If one considers the input to have equal amplitudes at salt frequencies, then the
output of the optical system will be determined by the M11,17 alone, and the
Strehl ratio, computed on the basis of MTF volumes, provides a good figure
of merit for the optical performance,
i
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APPENDIX B
OBSCURATION AT THE FIRST DIAGONAL FLAT
In Figure B- 1, two rays (a) are shown passing through the holes in the
center of the heat-stop mirror and the first diagonal flat, hereafter called the
flat. These rays define the outer limits of the cone of rays from the primary
mirror which pass through the center of the prime focus image. The hole in
the heat-stop mirror has a projected diameter b in the prime focus image
plane. The direction of any rays in the plane of the figure passing from the
edge of the primary mirror through the aperture in the heat-stop mirror will
be within a small angle 0 of the direction shown for rays (a). The angle 0 is
given approximately by
_ (b/2F ) cos h a
p	
,
3
where Fp = primary mirror focal length = 250 cm.- Now, b = (? 36 cm and	 frCL = 7. 4 ° therefore, ^ is approximately 2. 5 arc minutes. Sincie this angle is so	 I
i
small, we may say that the maximum diameter of the total cone of rays passing
through the heat-stop aperture is very closely given by b,plus the diameter of
the cone of rays defined by rays (a). Thus, the projected maximum diameter	 I';
of the hole required in the flat mirror to clear the bundle of rays passing
through the center of the prime-focus image is L + b. The dimension L + b
is the projection of the major axis of the quasi-elliptical hole in the flat onto i
the incident beam coming from the secondary mirror. Thus, L + b represents
the maximum effective obscuration dimension of the hole. This effective
obscuration may be larger (in percentage of beam occulted) than that caused by 	 }'
the secondary mirror cage on the beam incident on the primary mirror there
E	 fore, it is necessary to analyze the nature of this effective obscuration. Since
b is a constant, we need only to investigate L. L is a function of S, a, and 6.
The firsttwo parameters are constants; therefore, we shall investigate L as a
function of 0. We note that
L	 (x + Ax 1 )+ (x -', Ax? ) = 2x + Ox) - Ax2
	(1)
B 1,
A
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Now,
x=dtana	 (2)
where a = constant determined by primary mir-or focal ratio.
The variable d is given by
d S/cos (0/2) = S sec (0/2)	 (3)
where S is a constant established from mechanical considerations.
r
Therefore,
X
	 (S tan a) sec (0/2)	 K sec (0/2)	 (4 )
where K = S tan a. = constant.
We may now write
1qr
t
(7)
(8)
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Therefore,
ul = x sin	 sec (a + 0/2)
Combining Equations (4) and (;l ) we have
u  = K sec (0/2) sin (8/2) sec (a + 0/2)
u l = K tan (0/2) sec (a + 0/2)
and
Axl
	 K sin a tan (0/2) sec (a + 0/2)
In solving for Ax  we note that
Ax 	 u2 sin a
and
u2	 x
} sin (8 /2)	 sin (a + Y) 	 ii
F rom	 4
Y = Tr /2 - 0/2	 1
we can write
' sin Y = cos (0/2)
ti cos Y =
	
sin (0/2)	 .,
and
sin (a + Y) = sin a cos Y + cos a sin -Y
= sin a sin 	 + cos a co.s (0/2)
x
= cos (a - 0/2)
B-3
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Therefore,
u2 = x sin (0/2) sec (a 0/2)
1
and, substituting from Equation (4),
u2 = K tan (0/2) sec ('a _ 0/2)
1
'T'hus,
11,11 	 0x2 = K sin a tan (0/2) sec (a - 0/2)
;l
We may now re-write Equation (1) as
L = 2K sec (0/2) + K sin a tan (0/2) sec (a + 0/2)
- K sin a tan (0/2) sec (a _ 0/2
^	 I
i
from which
ENItit
where K = S tan a.
It is shown that L. : + b, the maximiFim. effecUive obscuration, increase
increasingwith	 sec (0/2), tan (0/2), and sec (a + ;0/2) and decreases with an
increase in sec (a - _ 0/2). Now the angle 6/2 will always be less than n/2;
f
- therefore, sec ( 0 /2) and tan (0/2) will increase with increasing 0.
	
Further,
from Figure B-2, we see that, for a < 0, sec (a + _0 /2) is always greater than
sec (a - 0/2') and that the .rdifference,
j
sec _(a + 0/2) _ sec (a _
 0/2)
IS B-4
f^
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increases with 0. The exception to the above is the case where (a + 0/2) > Tr/2.
However, this is not a practical case since, for an f /1,85 primary mirror, a is
approximately 7 degrees and 0/2, due to practical considerations, is limited to
vi lues in the range of 10-40 degrees.
A plot of L vs 0 is given in Figure B-3. For this figure, we assume
s = 2. 1 cm and a = 7. 5 °. It is seen that the slope of the curve starts getting
steep at approximately 0 = 60 degrees.
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APPENDIX C
DEFINITION AND METHOD OF CALCULATION
OF THE 1 12 OPD
The optical path difference OPD is the difference in optical path length
 <p	 P	 P	 ( ) P	 P	 g4	 that various 27ays experience as they converge on a point. Since length, by
r;	 definition, is measured between two points, we,":6must define two points between
which the optical path length is measured. The points are 1) the image point
on which the rays are converging and 2) the point of intersection of the ray and
E
a surface. This surface often is, but is not necessarily constrained to, the e-xit
pupil of the system. The surface may be a mathematical surface rather than a
real surface.
E
L^
F
n
Consider the case of parallel rays falling upon a parabolic mirror (Fig.
C-1). These rays will be focused at a point P lying at the focus of the mirror.
The plane A-A in object space represents a surface which defines a possible
wavefront for the incoming rays. For purpose of illustration, consider the
optical path length of rays 1 and 2 from the surface A-A to the point P. The
optical path length from surface A-A to A'-A' is identical for both rays. Like-
wise, the path length from the point P to the spherical reference surface is the
same for both rays. Now, if the total. path length is to be the 'same for both
rays, then
r
1a +b = c	 1
The function of a parabolic mirror is that of providing the above equality. If
the equality is not satisfied, the imaging a point P will be degraded. Should
the parabola be distorted, we have the equality
a +b c fOPD
In Figure C -2, the relation of OPD to surface distortion is illustrated.
Since the ray has to make a double pass between the mis sing segment of para-
bolic surface and the distorted surface, the total OPD is twice the amount of the
distortion. Or,
surface distortion - 1/2 OPD
C-1
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Because of the angles involved, the above relation is only an approximation.
the	 are
7	 '
However,	 angles	 generally small, and the approximation is sufficiently
accurate for analyses.
1/2
I
To calculate the	 OPD the following analysis was used.	 First, a math-
ematical parabola of 250-cm focal length was derived.
	 The equation for this is
y = x2 /4f =	 0. 00"254000002x2 in. ; f = 98.425196 in._
The computer distortion data, Ay, were listed for selected x radii.
	
The error
s 0	 forced to	 by	 Ay	 0in distortion (Ay	 at x =	 was	 zero	 making	 =	 at x = 0o )
' (see Fig. C-3).	 The reduced errors, Ay - Dy o , were computed for all values i
of x_.	 The new surface of revolution was described mathematically by letting F
y" = y + ( Ay - Ayo ).	 To determine how closely the new curve, y", approxi-
4.
mated a new parabola (thus a new optical surface of satisfactory imaging char-
acteristics ), a new anathematical parabola (y') was generated, choosing a focal f.
length (f !) based on the y + (Ay - Ay  ) value found at maximum radius x of
12. 79 inches (32., 5 cm) from the center of the mirror. 	 It was found through
experience that this focal length gave the least error (difference along the y axis)
between the new parabola (y') and the y" curve. 	 The sum of the maximum .
positive and negative deviation between the two curves (y' - y") will give the
1/2 OPD. t
3
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Inasmuch as the photoheliograph will not be supported by a platform
infinitely stable with respect to the sun, it is necessary to investigate the effect
of platform motion on the image quality.	 Since platform angular motion relative
to the sun causes image motion -n the focal plane, we will here consider the
image degradation process of image motion and relate this to platform motion.
e exposure	 m	 required	 reFinally, th
	
 
	
ti e
	 i  to	 duce the image degradation to toles- z
able limits will be considered.
I Consider a photometric trace across several bright areas in the image,
as illustrated in Figure D_1.	 For purpose of illustration, three bright areas of
size x/2 are separated by a distance also equal to x/2. 	 The photometric trace
along the line A-A' is shown in the bottom curve: it is merely a two-valued step
function with spatial periodicity equal to x.
	 Let us suppose at some time later ;s
another photometric trace is taken along line A-A', but that in the meanwhile, '.:
g	 P	 y	 y	 _.the ima e has moved with respect to the coordinate system b	 a distance kx.
The second photometric trace will have a spatial phase shift with respect to the
first trace by a factor 21r kx/x, as shown in Figure D-2.
If a photographic exposure had been made with the image occupying the
two positions shown in Figures D_ 1 and D-2 for equal lengths of time, the expo-
sure on the film would have a. spatial distribution along line A-A' equal to the
summation of the two photometric traces. 	 This is illustrated in Figure D-3.
In this case, where k = 0. 25, the resultant exposure (trace 1 + trace 2) still
shows 100% modulation.
	 It will be of interest to investigate the effect of k on
X
the modulation,, M.	 The method of simple analysis is shown in Figure D-4.
	 In
the upper portion of the figure, the position in the image plane of three objects
are indicated by the location of the dark horizontal bars.
	 These bars are shown t
-moving across the image, plane by increments of 0. l kx as we read 'downward,
row by row.	 This is to represent evenly-spaced time samples of an image
moving across the focal plane at constant velocity.
	 The value of k for each row
and the time of sampling, tn , are shown listed to the left of each row.
1
D-1
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In the bottom part of the figure, integrated (summed) photometric traces
across the image are shown. The first trace, labeled ti, is the photometric
trace at time t l . The second trace, Labeled t l + t2 , is the summation of traces
taken at times t l and t2 . It is seen that the second ti.:-ace approximates the dis-
tribution of energy across the image during an exposure time of t2 - t 	 The
trace labeled t  + ... + t6 , for example, gives the approximate integrated
exposure distribution for the exposure time interval t 6 - t 1 0 To the
.
 right of
each trace is shown the modulation factor, M, for each trace, where the modu-
lation is defined the same as the classical definition for contrast (see Fig-
ure D-5). The modulation factor values from Figure D-4 are plotted as a func-
tion of k in Figure D-6. It should be remembered that k is defined in Figure
D-2 as the fraction of the spatial displacement period (x) that the image has
moved during the exposure time. In Figure D-6, we note that M = 0 when
k = 0. 9 although, intuitively, we would expect M to be zero when k = 1. 0. This
apparent discrepancy results from the fact that we have been determining
dM/dk where the lire k = 0. 1, rather than for the case of lim k-0. It is
fairly easy to rationalize that as lim k-0, the first minimum on the curve of
M vs k will approach the value k 1. 0, as shown in Figure D-7.
Thus, we see that if, during the open shutter time, the image moves with
constant velocity a distance equal to the periodic spacing of the image detail,
the detail will be completely "washed out. "
Following the method given by Robert N. Wolfe and Robert L. Lamberts
	 r
in "The Effect of Image Motion on Resolving Power, " Photographic Enginee ring,
Vol. 6, No. 4270-74 we can draw a curve to help us predict the effect
	
1Pp	^	 p	 p	 ct of
image motion on the resolving power of the ATM photoheliograph. Such a curve
is shown in Figure D- 8. The horizontal line RP  is the static resolution of the
camera with no image motion. For the f/50 Gregorian design, RPM = 33 line_
Fpair/mm. The slanting line RPM is the locus of the points where the modula-
tion ` goes to zero due to image motion, and is derived from consideration of
Figures 4 and 7. For example, this line has a value of 10 In-pr/mm when
image motion is equal to 0. 10 mm during the exposure; 100 In-pr/mm when
D-2	
_
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image motion is 0 . 01 mm., etc. The curved line is a plot of the resultant
resolution, RP, defined by
RP = -1 1- 1	 (1)
RP + RP
c	 m
Experimental data taken by Wolfe and Lamberts agree well with an RP plot
based on the above equation.
f
If the ATM photoheliograph experiences image motion of 0. 001 mm
(1 micron) during exposure, the resolution will drop from 33 In-pr/mm to
32 ln-pr?"mm according to Figure D -8. This is a 3% loss in resolution. Should
the image motion be 0. 010 mm, the re solution drops to 24. 8 In-pr /mm -_- a
j
25% le,-^ss.
Since the image motion in the film plane can be expressed in terms of
focal length, exposure time, and pitch or yaw rate, (roll will be treated later),
w+,^W-can plot percentage loss of resolution against exposure time for a given
pitch or yaw rate and focal length. The focal length of the f/50 Gregorian is 	 !
311,25 x 104 mm. The pitch and yaw jitter rates for the ATM are presently
qur,',`ced as 1 arc - sec/sec: Thus the image displacement during exposure time 	 ,,.• .
i, given by
dx	 f (d^/dt)t
4	 Ti. arc - sec 	 l radian
= 3. 25 x 10 mm	 sec	 x	 5	 ^ tti	 2. 0`6 x 10 arc-,sec
1'mrn1. 58 x 10- --,(t)
	
(2)
s e.c
The Table D- 1 is derived from calculations based on Equations (1) and (2).
The dx values obtained from. Equation (2) for various exposure times become
the 1/RPM values for Equation (1)'. The value for RP C is the resolution of the
telescope and camera; i. e. , '33 line-pair/mm (it is assumed that the sensor
does not degrade the system resolution significantly). The percentage loss of
resolution is defined as 100 `(RPc RP)/RP .C
D-3
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Table D- 1. Loss of Resolution as a Function of Exposure Time
in the Presence of Yaw and Pitch Jitter
1 Exposure Timet (sec) Image Displacementdx (mm) System ResolutionRP (ln-pr/mm) Percentage Lossof Resolution
0. 001 1. 58 x 10 -4 32. 8 0. 51
40.003 4. 74 x 10 32. 5 1.54
0.005 7. 90 x 10 -4 32.2 2. 54
0.010 1. 58 x 10 -3 31.4 4. 93
0. 030 4. 74 x 10 -3 28. 5 13. 5
0.050 7. 90 x 10 -3 26.2 20. 7
0. 100 1. 58 x 10 2 21. 7 34. 3
0.300 4. 74 x 10 -2 12. 9 61. 0
0.500 7. 90 x 10- 2 9. 15 72.2
The percentage loss of resolution is plotted against exposure time in
Figure D-9. It is seen that if a 10% loss in resolution is permissible, an expo-
Table D-2. Doss of Angular Resolution Due to Image Motion
4i
t
Exposure Time (seconds) Resolution (arc seconds)
0 0. 193
0.025- 0.219
0.050 0.242
0.075 0.269
0. 100 0.292
(Note:	 for pitch and yaw jitter rates of 1 arc-sec/sec)
i
3
1
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where
d8/dt = roll jitter rate = 1 arc^,min/sec = 0.00029 radian/sec
t	 exposure time.
This may be written as
dx = 15 mm (2. 9 x 10 4 radian /sec) t
= 4. 35 x 10 -3 (t) mm/sec
Note that the effect of roll rate is dependent of focal length.
The loss of resolution resulting from roll, pitch, and yaw rates is plotted
on Figure D-9. In the exposure range of interest (i.e. , that permissible under
conditions of yaw and pitch jitter), the loss due to roll jitter is less than one
percent and will be undetectable. Roll jitter rate will not be a problem unless
the rate is increased by an order of magnitude: or unless the yaw and pitch jitter
rates are decreased by an order of magnitude, in which case longer exposure
times might be used.
In terms of loss of angular resolution, the effects of image motion and
exposure time are summarized in Table D-2.
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ASSUMPTIONS:
FOCAL LENGTH = 3250 cm(65-cm APERTURE, f/50 OPTICS)
2. JITTER RATE IN PITCH AND YAW = I arc-sec/sec
3. JITTER RATE IN ROLL = 1 arc-min/sec
-, LOSS DUE TO PITCH AND YAW JITTER
LOSS DUE TO ROLL JITTER
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Figure D-9. Resolution Loss vs Exposure Time in the Presence of Jitter
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APPENDIX E
OPTICAL SURFACE TOLERANCES FOR
DIFFRACTION- LIMITED OPTICS
At the present time many significant advances are taking place in the field
of optics. New optical terms are appearing in the literature and are often
'`	 1 misused. A good example is the term "diffraction-limited optical system. " A
diffraction-limited optical system can only exist in theory, not in reality.
(There is one exception to this rule: the pin-hole camera. ) A diffraction-
limited optical system implies that the limiting factor on performance is dif-
fraction itself; i. e. the presence of an aperture. To achieve this condition,
the lens must have perfectly shaped components made of perfect materials
existing n perfect alignment. All real optical systems (excepting the 	 holeg	 P	 g	 P	 Y	 (	 p 	 pin -hol
camera), therefore, must be less than diffraction limited. In spite of this, i
y	 optics users and optics manufacturers continually talk of diffraction-limited
optical systems. What then is meant by this term?	 4
Two definitions representing extremes are given below;
1. A diffraction-limited optical system is one in which the first three	 f
Seidel aberrations (spherical aberration, coma, and astigmatism)
and the color aberrations are smaller in magnitude than the diameter
4	 of the first dark ring in the Airy pattern (diameter of .the diffraction
tblur circle)
► where
i
blur circle diameter	 2. 44 k/ D
'And
D = diameter of optical system aperture.
2. A diffraction-limited optical system yields a perfectly spherical
wavefront in image space for any point source in object space.
The second definition is a true definition of a diffraction-limited optical system.
It assumes that the spherical or plane wavefront which impinges upon the
entrance pupil of the system will leave the exit pupil with precisely the spher-
ical shape intended by the optical designer through ` his ,_ choice of surface shapes
E-1
%^
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and indices of refraction. This is, of course, an idealized case which neglects
entirely the problem of manufacture.
The first definition given above is very loose and can be applied to nearly
any stopped-down hand camera.	 This is true since the diffraction blur circle
diameter increases as the lens a perture decreased and the size of Seidel and
chromatic aberrations decrease with lens aperture. 	 A common camera lens
may thus become diffraction limited at perhaps F/11 or F/16. 	 An example of
this is shown for a thin lens of 50-mm focal length in Figure E-1. 	 Note that the
field of view specified on the figure is quite small (5. 7° 	 = 0. 1 radian 1t .	 If the
lens were corrected for astigmatism, as any good camera lens would be, a
similar analysis could be shown for a much larger field.
Neither of the definitions given above say anything directly about the
accuracy of manufacture and support of the optical elements although the second
i definition implies that manufacture, support, and design are all perfect.	 A
working definition of a diffraction-limited optical system must take into account
the physical condition of the optical elements as well as their design.
	
For
telescopes,
	 irregularitiesreflecting	 only optical element surface	 (errors) need
be considered.	 For refracting elements, one must also 'consider the variations
in homogeneity (index of refraction) of the transparent media.
Two types of wavefront distortion_ may be analyzed: 	 gross,- systematic
distortions and small-scale, random distortions.
	
These are explained in an
oversimplified manner in Figure E-2. 	 Assume that spherical wavefronts are
converging on point f in Figure E-2a, but that we wish to investigate the image
at point p (case of a de-focused image)	 The darihed curved lines indicate the	 j
curvature the wavefronts must have in order to properly converge and formaJ
point image at p.	 The difference, S, along the dashed radiallines is the wave-
front distorti-on (or error) as seen from point p for marginal rays. 	 As drawn,
the wave fr !rant error is seen to decrease as we approach paraxial rays. 	 (It is	 f
obvious th"It the figure could have been drawn so that the maximum wavyfront
error was on the axis and the error at the marginal rays equal to zero.- 	 Thus,y
we should not assume that wavefront errors do not exist on axis. 	 This is
entirely a matter of definition. ) 	 The wavefront in Figure E-2a is not irregular in
shape, but is not., spherical as seen from point p. ' Only waves that are spherical
as seen from point p can converge on p to form an aberration-free image.
E_2
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Irregular wavefronts such as shown in Figure E-2b converge on many
points not necessarily on axis. The distortions of randomly irregular wave-
fronts may be called statistical distortions, since their contribution to the
image must be handled statistically.
i
One of the most popular methods of optical system evaluation is the use
of either theoretical or experimental techniques to determine the modulation
transfer function (MTF) of the system. This technique is very informative in
T regard to the information co.-atent of extended images; however, it does not offer
a direct visualization of the image. Such visualization, for point images at
least, is offered by the method of image evaluation popular in Western European
i(
theoretical treatises, the Strehl ratio. This ratio is defined as fellows;
Strehl ratio - I = _	 intensity at the principal maximum of imageintensity at the principal maximum o-11( aberration-free image
and is illustrated in Figure E-3. For a ''perfect lens, " the Strehl ratio is
1,Lnit;T. When the wavefront errors are less than X/4.45, the Strehl ratio can be
,computed from the equation (Ref.  1)
I	 (1
	
21r 2 E/k22
	(1)
where
X	 wavelength of light	 j
E = variance of the wavefront errors
The variance, E, is the statistical term related to the variation of the wave-
front from a mean spherical wavefront. By definition,
z
E _- Cr2 (2) i
where (r	 standard deviation of the distortions from the mean spherical wave-
front. With respect to the magnitudes of the wavefront errors, b:_, the variance
may be expressed in either of the familiar forms 	 !`
2^ ^^.,
E _ (5 1	- (6)2	(3)
or,
E-3
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E = 1
	
	
bit - (b )2 	(4 )
i
where
N = number of distortions.
Based on the Rayleigh Criteria that a gross wavefront error of X/4 affects
the quality of the image very little, Marechal and Francon (Ref. 2) have derived
the cr;;;teria for small-scale statistical errors.
SE _ 2 /180	 (5)
If we substitute X2 /180 for E in Equation (1), a minimum acceptable Strehl
ratio of 0. 793 is obtained. Note that this tolerance criteria gives a maximum
value for the standard deviation (.one-sigma) of the wavefront distorti^ms of
	
(E)1 /2 = X/13.4
	
(6)
On this basis, a diffraction- limited mirror must have a surface whose random
- surface irregularities have a standard deviation of no more than X/26. 8.
. If more than one mirror is used in series in an optical system, better
3
surface accuracies are required... When a wavefront passes through or is
	 r
reflected from several optical components_, the random errors add statistically;
} so that the final wavefront distortion is given by (Ref, 3):
2	 _ 2	
i
E f = Tf
	= nal	 (7)
k CT	 =	 (n)-1/2 (rf	 (8)
where n = number of optical_ components in series, and (r.' = standard deviation
1of wavefront error produced by each element. 	 Thus we see that for a two-
mirror- system, the random wavefront distortion allowable for each mirror is
1/2X/ 13-. 4(2)=
 X/19, and for a four-mirror system, X/13.4(2) = X/27. 	 The
random surface error_ allowable for each mirror is just half of the wavefront
distortion allowable.	 For a two-mirror system, this is X/38; and for the
E-4 ,
1
I
1
1
1
Optical Path Difference Percent of Energy In
Rayleigh limits FractionalWavelength Central Disc Rings
0 0 84 16
1/4 A /16 83 17
1/2 X/8 80 20
1 X/4 68 32
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four-mirror system, X/54. It should be remembered that these surface
tolerance values are for small-scale, random disturbances in the mirror sur-
face. Large-scale random distortions cannot be analyzed by the foregoing math-
ematics since the statistical terms "standard deviation" and ''variance" must
deal with fairly large sample numbers to have valid interpretation. The term
"urge-scale distortions" refers to distortions each of which cover a significant
percentage (say, greater than 10%) of the surface area. Naturally, there can-
not be a large sample number of such distortions per surface area.
Plots of the Strehl ratio as a function of small-scale surface irregulari-
ties are given in Figure E-4 for one-, two-, three-, and four-mirror systems.
It has been assumed that the standard deviation of the surface errors are the
same for all mirror surfaces in plotting these curves. The Strehl ratio as a
function of mirror surface error for systematic (gross) wavefront errors is
also plotted for comparison.
In analyzing the effects of gross, systematic wavefront errors such as
shown in Figure E-2a, we may make use of the concept of Optical Path differ-
ence (OPD) which is the equivalent of the length cr (magnitude of the wavefront
error). The OPD is generally specified in terms of fractional wavelengths or
in terms of Rayleigh limits. One Rayleigh limit is equal to X/4 in OPD. Table
E-1 gives the energy distribution of a point image as'a function of OPD (Ref. 4).
Table E-1. Energy Distribution as a Function of
Optical Path Difference
1?
r'
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For the perfect lens or mirror system (OPD	 0), only 84% of the energy
transmitted or reflected is contained in the central (Airy) disc of a point image
and the remaining 16 0/6 ' distributed in the diffraction rings surrounding the
3
central disc. An optical system with OPD = X/8 has 80% of the transmitted
energy in the central disc. The degradation of this system compared to a
4	 perfect lens is 4 parts in 84 parts, or 4. 8%. On the other hand, if the OPD is
equal to one Rayleigh limit (X/4), the degradation is 16 parts in 84, or 19%.
The data from the preceding table are plotted in Figure E-5. Also plotted is the
t	 degradation as a function of OPD cornpa.rea to the performance of aP erfect lens.
f	 The amount of degradation that can be tolerated is a subjective matter. It
 
7
appears, intuitively, that a 5% degradation should be tolerable on the basis of
the fact that it would appear to be essentially imperceptible. Thus, a gross
'	 wavefront error of X/8 should be tolerable in the image space of an -o ical
system.
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